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Data visualization: 
Tips and Tricks
Outline of presentation
▸ Overview & Questions to Ask (15 min)
▸ Data visualizations - uses in law (10 min)
▸ Tableau (5 min)
▸ Power BI (10 min)
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“”
By visualizing information, we turn it 
into a landscape that you can explore 
with your eyes. A sort of information 
map. And when you’re lost in 
information, an information map is 
kind of useful.- David McCandless
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WHAT IS DATA VISUALIZATION?
Hand-drawn
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W.E.B. Dubois
Data goes in …
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Is it magic? …
▸ Abracadabra!
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Visualization comes out …
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Steps to creating a visualization & questions to ask 
▸ Gathering data
▹ Where from?
▹ What format?
▹ Cost?
▹ Is it ready for use?
▹ Is it authentic and reliable?
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Big picture questions to ask 
▸Who is this for?
▸What do they need?
▸What could I show?
▸What should I show?
▸What will I show?
Credit: Good Charts (HBR Guide)
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Granular view questions to ask 
What do you have?
▹ Quantitative –data
▹ Qualitative—concept
What are you doing? (more complicated q)
▹ Making a statement
▹ Confirming a hypothesis
▹ Exploring 
Credit: Good Charts (HBR Guide)
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Abela’shierarchy
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Uses of Data 
Visualization in Law
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Data-Driven and Exploratory
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Data Driven and Exploratory
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Data Driven and Exploratory
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Data Driven and Exploratory
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Data-Drive and Declarative
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Data-Drive and Declarative
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Data-Driven and Declarative
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Data-Drive and Declarative - Trend Analysis
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Data-Drive and Declarative  - Trend Analysis
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Data-Drive and Declarative  - Trend Analysis
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Conceptual and Declarative
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Conceptual and Exploratory
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Data Visualization Tools
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“”
…an intuitive, interactive, visual-based 
exploration experience that enables 
users to analyze and present findings 
in their data without technical skills or 
coding. 
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TABLEAU
Tableau 
▸ Tableau Desktop: Individual use
▸ Tableau Server: Organization use
▸ Tableau Online: Cloud solution
▸ Tableau Reader: Read Tableau files
▸ Tableau Public: For journalists or 
anyone to publish interactive data 
online
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“”
Connect, model, and then explore your 
data with visual reports that you can 
collaborate, publish, and share.
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MICROSOFT POWER BI
Microsoft Power BI 
Power BI Desktop: Individual use
Power BI Pro: Organization use
BI Reader: not available
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United States electricity production
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THANKS!
Any questions?
